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ABSTRACT

Recently, an extension to separation logic has been proposed to make it simpler to verify the correct functioning of concurrent programs. Until now, one usually checks whether data races are absent using for example the de facto standard Owicki-Gries. However, verifying absence of data races does not scale, moreover functional properties cannot be verified. Therefore, histories are added to a program to take its state into account. Histories are updated if values are modified. Using this information, it can be verified that a method behaves as specified. In this paper, this proposed method is used to verify with VerCors some larger concurrent examples to find out if it is as simple as typically used techniques for data race checking are, while being able to verify even functional requirements of a method. It turns out that verifying these examples is doable, but at this moment not trivial. In the future this will be improved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Typically, created software will have unwanted behaviour during development and even when in production, often referred to as bugs. There are mainly two methods to cope with this. One is to create tests to make sure that, within set boundaries, the program works as expected. This is a straightforward approach which will work as long as it is accepted that any unforeseen state will have probably detrimental behaviour. It can be fine grained to every extent. By trying to cover most occurring edge cases, this could be sufficient and work well. In most programming languages there is also large support for this approach. However, by nature some edge cases will be missed and unpredictable behaviour will occur in those circumstances. This can be unwanted if this happens in software where life-threatening situations or financial risks are covered. The other approach to handle these bugs is to verify that the program works as intended. This is typically a more complex approach, given that you have to formalize the features a program should have, instead of testing specific behaviour in specific situations. Also, it is often less adaptable to a changing environment than tests are and requires thus more maintenance. Tool support for this is still under development, however the DSL is improving and tool support is extended. Tools for verifying sequential programs are of production quality, e.g. CodeContracts and OpenJML. For concurrent programs, verification tools of beta quality exist, e.g. VerCors and VeriFast.

For sequential programs, both solutions have been worked out and can be used in a professional context, albeit that verification is not as widely deployed as tests are. Until separation logic was developed, verification of programs running multiple threads did not scale, since every new thread had to be verified again together with the existing ones. This could be done by using for example de facto standard Owicki-Gries’ method [6]. Next to this, most approaches focus on proving data-race freedom in a program [3]. This guarantees that critical sections are not hit simultaneously, but does not prove that the behaviour of the program is as intended. At any moment within a thread a shared variable can be modified by another one, therefore nothing can be guaranteed about the outcome. Verification is done modularly with separation logic and given every module is verified, scaling is not a problem any more. By taking also histories (which records all modifications in the history of a program) into account [8], scaling and guarantees about the outcome are taken care of.

In this paper, the history-based approach is reviewed to see whether it is as simple as claimed in [8] to verify concurrent programs. VerCors is a tool with support for these histories, but it is not yet known to what extent it can be used to verify complicated pieces of (concurrent) software. Therefore, we will use VerCors as our verification tool. We start by taking a basic counter to show how to decorate and annotate code with separation logic and histories. This example is then extended to show what is possible with this technique. For example, it can be tried to make the example include loops and to make it work concurrently. These are relatively simple programming structures that can be used to compose more complex programs. After verifying both, some simple (sorting) algorithms can be validated. All of this will be documented as a handbook on how to verify programs with separation logic and histories using VerCors.

1.1 Related work

1Domain Specific Language
2See https://github.com/Microsoft/CodeContracts.
3See http://openjml.org/.
4See http://fmt.ewi.utwente.nl/puptol/vercors-verifier/.
Some similar case studies have been done for other verification tools and techniques. For Owicki-Gries’ method a systematic exploration has been done and published by Apt [1]. For VeriFast Jacobs tested and proved [5] that it verifies programs and structures like a chat server, linked list and iterator, composite, a JavaCard applet and a Game-Server. In another published paper by Philippaerts, the Belgian Electronic Identity Card and Policy Enforcement Point for Network Admission Control scenarios were extensively validated [7]. Also, for VeriFast a tutorial is written that explains in detail how it is used [4]. For VeriFast this were all verifications on sequential programs. This paper focuses on verifying concurrent programs using separation logic extended with histories, written as a small step-by-step guide.

2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

It is expected in that separation logic requires the same effort to verify a program as for data race checking [8]. The first method does not state anything about the result it has, though the latter method can be used to make guarantees about the functional behaviour. It is however unknown how difficult it is to specify and verify a program with this approach. Therefore, this research will focus on the ease of use of the latter method.

How well can one, within a few weeks and without knowledge on separation logic, verify several real life examples using VerCors with permission-based separation logic extended with histories?

2.1 Research questions

1. How does one specify and verify loops in VerCors?

2. How does one specify and verify a concurrent program in VerCors?
   (a) ... that is deterministic?
   (b) ... that is non-deterministic?

3. How does one specify and verify a sorting algorithm in VerCors?

3. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1 Permissions

To reason about the partial correctness of the behaviour in (concurrent) programs, permission-based separation logic is used [8]. Code is separated in atomic blocks. When a shared memory location is accessed, a fractional permission (denoted as $\pi \in (0,1]$) is required. To write, a permission of 1 has to be held, otherwise the method is read-only and a fraction of the permission is taken, thus making it impossible for other methods to write that location.

3.2 Actions

Actions are used to describe changes of values, which are observed by the environment as events happening at once, thus atomically. A history is used to record these actions. This history is shared between concurrent threads.

3.3 Example

In a sequential context, no histories are needed to prove that a counter is incremented by exactly 1. However, when used in a concurrent context, histories are needed to reason about the outcome, to take interleavings into account. To verify a specification in VerCors, a language based on JML 6 is used. Similar to JML, annotations are used to specify blocks of code. How both are applied to Listing 1 is shown below.

```java
void doIncr() {
    x = x + 1;
}
```

Listing 1. Simple counter example

3.3.1 Definitions

First, definitions have to be declared to describe any method with a minimal set of actions and processes. Actions are abstract methods that only describe behaviour, processes do have implemented behaviour (albeit that they both are using keyword process in VerCors). Listing 2 declares x as an integer, which makes it possible to reason about a certain x.

```java
int x;
```

Listing 2. Declaration of a variable

3.3.2 Decorating

Now all is set to decorate Listing 1 and to specify its behaviour for verification with VerCors.

```java
given process p;
given frac q;
requires Hist(h, q, p);
requires Perm(h.x, 1);
ensures Hist(h, q, p * h.incr());
```

Listing 3. Process incr()

3.3.3 Definitions

Within the body of doIncr() a block is defined (lines 2−5), with an @ action comment, making it an action block for

6Java Modelling Language

7At this moment it is needed to add a history to the method’s signature as shown in line 1 of Listing 5, but this is likely to be removed in the future.
the verifier. The action that is defined, can be read as
given a history, permission and process, one single incr() is
added to the history. The only execution line is 4, where
x is incremented by 1.
Combining all listings above, the program can be success-
fully verified using VerCors.

4. RESEARCH
Given the simple counter as build in Section 3.3, we now
continue building new structures. In the end we will have
all structures available to combine them into one program.
That program will have two concurrent threads, modifying
one single variable, which is protected with a lock. This
example will be fully verifiable by VerCors.

4.1 Loops
Verifying a simple assignment once is now done, but re-
peting such statements is a common programming pat-
ttern. Those loops are usually build with for or while
keywords and a corresponding block. To verify that a loop
is correct, a loop invariant has to be found that is valid
before, during and after the loop. This, together with an
action that alters the history within the loop, makes it
possible to ensure that a loop is working correctly.

4.1.1 Example
Instead of incrementing i once, we now do it n times, see
Listing 6.

Listing 6. doIncrLoop()
To start, the header of the previous example can be reused,
with an added requires in the top and a replaced ensures
at the bottom.

Listing 7. doIncrLoop()’s pre and post conditions
A requirement about n is added (line 1). Also, the post
condition on history is changed, since history is extended
with loop(n) (line 3). loop() is a new process that alters
the history n times with an incr() step, which results in x
incremented by n.

Listing 8. loop()
As stated before, a loop invariant has to be declared, which
is evaluated after each iteration of the loop. Typically it
limits the iterator and ensures that after each iteration the
state is changed accordingly. In this example, 0 ≤ i ≤ n
holds (thus including the case that i == n). Next to this,
the ensures statement holds, till the ith step. Both are
concatenated by using the ** operator.

Listing 9. loop invariant
At last, history needs to be changed. The action that
states this reads as: given a history, permission and pro-
cess extended with loop(i), one single incr() is added to
the history.

Listing 10. Loop invariant
The complete annotated code can be found in the source
code published together with this paper [2]. VerCors ver-
ifies this code successfully. Unfortunately, at this time of
writing, for loops are not supported. However, this can
be ignored since every for loop can be rewritten to an
equivalent while loop.

4.2 Threads with deterministic and separated
behaviour

4.2.1 Example
We now start by observing an example that uses threads
with deterministic behaviour. We define two workers that
increment both their own counter.

Listing 11. Worker class
The workers defined in Listing 11 can be run by code de-
scribed in Listing 12.

Listing 12. main()
**Listing 13. Resources**

Using this syntax, \texttt{preFork()} and \texttt{postJoin()} can be inherited and applied to instances of Worker as we will see in the next section. The precondition \texttt{preFork()} tells us that we have a read permission on \texttt{input}. \texttt{Value(x)}\textsuperscript{9} ensures that we have read permission over \texttt{p}. When the method is called, a fraction \texttt{p} is given. This should not be empty and it should give us permission to work on \texttt{output}. Afterwards, the post condition \texttt{postJoin()} tells that, given a permission on fraction \texttt{p}, \texttt{output} = \texttt{input} + 1 using the \texttt{PointsTo()} shorthand\textsuperscript{8}.

The constructor of Worker needs a post condition with the statement that given permission to write to \texttt{input}, \texttt{input} is set. Also, a \texttt{preFork()}(1) is ensured to have enough permissions to fulfill the precondition of \texttt{start()}, as expected by Thread.

\begin{verbatim}
  public resource preFork(frac p) = Value(input) ** p != none ** Perm(output, p);
  public resource postJoin(frac p) = Value(input) ** p != none ** PointsTo(output, p , input + 1);
\end{verbatim}

**Listing 14. Thread example’s worker’s constructor**

Within the constructor, two folds of Thread and Worker are done to tell the verifier that it substitutes the right-hand side of \texttt{preFork()} with the left-hand side. This is needed to comply to the post condition and the \texttt{preFork()} of Thread is needed as Worker depends on it.

The \texttt{run()} method only needs an \texttt{unfold} (replacing the left-hand side by its right-hand equivalent) of \texttt{preFork} on Worker to be able to verify the increment line. \texttt{preFold} gives the sufficient permission to alter \texttt{output} based on \texttt{input}. Thread requires then to have a \texttt{postJoin()} on Thread, which depends on Worker to be \texttt{postJoin()}-ed as well and thus are both folded (replacing the right-hand side by its left-hand equivalent).

\begin{verbatim}
  public Worker(int input){
    this.input = input;
    //@ fold this.preFork@Thread(1);
    //@ fold this.preFork@Worker(1);
  }
\end{verbatim}

**Listing 15. Thread example’s worker’s run()**

We start by running just one Worker in the \texttt{main()} method. At this moment, because of technical limitations, the \texttt{try/catch} block of the \texttt{main()} method needs to be removed and exceptions are thus elevated by a \texttt{throws} declaration. After \texttt{start()} and \texttt{join()} have run, the join event is also added for program’s verification.

\begin{verbatim}
  w.join()/*@ with { p = 1; } @*/;
\end{verbatim}

**Listing 16. Post join specifications**

First, we fill the parameter \texttt{p} (in Listing 16, line 1), that is specified in Thread. The two \texttt{asserts} check that the behaviour of the worker is as intended. In between there are an \texttt{open} and an \texttt{unfold} action. \texttt{open} limits the scope of Worker\textsuperscript{10}, to make it possible to \texttt{unfold} it and reason about the output state, see listing 13.

The advantages of the modular technique now become visible. To extend this example and reason about two workers, working simultaneously, we only need to double the \texttt{asserts}, \texttt{open} and \texttt{unfolds} in \texttt{main()} as follows and it just verifies as well.

\begin{verbatim}
  @assert w1.input == 7;
  @assert w2.input == 8;
  @assert w1.input == 8;
  @assert w2.input == 8;
  @assert w1.output == 8;
  @assert w2.output == 9;
\end{verbatim}

**Listing 17. Thread example’s main()**

\begin{verbatim}
  Worker w1 = new Worker(7);
  Worker w2 = new Worker(8);
  w1.start();
  w2.start();
  @assert w1.output == 8;
  @assert w2.output == 8;
  w1.join()/*@ with { p = 1; } @*/;
  w2.join()/*@ with { p = 1; } @*/;
  @assert w1.input == 7;
  @assert w2.input == 8;
  @open w1.postJoin@Worker(1);
  @open w2.postJoin@Worker(1);
  @unfold w1.postJoin@Worker(1);
  @unfold w2.postJoin@Worker(1);
  @assert w1.output == 8;
  @assert w2.output == 9;
\end{verbatim}

**Listing 18. Lock example**

A template implementation for locks is given. Now, we will show how this is incorporated into the previous threading example. At first, the Worker is extended. We use a \texttt{SubjectLock} object which contains a shared variable and is a lock at the same time. \texttt{SubjectLock} is derived from \texttt{ReentrantLock} (in Listing 16, line 1), that is specified in Thread. The two \texttt{asserts} check that the behaviour of the worker is as intended. In between there are an \texttt{open} and an \texttt{unfold} action. \texttt{open} limits the scope of Worker\textsuperscript{10}, to make it possible to \texttt{unfold} it and reason about the output state, see listing 13.

\begin{verbatim}
  Lock lock = new ReentrantLock();
  lock.lock();
  try {
    x = 35; // critical section
  } finally {
    lock.unlock();
  }
\end{verbatim}
Listings 19. Lock example’s resources

Both methods do now need a write permission to preFork() and to postJoin(). Next to that, we are going to alter $s$, therefore we need permission on $l$, $l$.subject (which is $s$)’s $s$ itself and make sure that $l$.subject equals $s$. At last, a $\frac{1}{4}$ is given as argument on valid() as is required later on by lock(). Every value for $p$ is okay, as long as its total sum (i.e. amount of threads $\cdot p$) is less or equal to 1.

Then the constructor’s pre and post conditions are altered likewise. What it specifies speaks for itself.

```
// resource preFork(frac p) = p == write ** Value(this.l) ** this.l == l;  
//@ requires Value(l.subject) ** l.subject == s;  
//@ ensures Value(this.l) ** this.l.subject == this.s;  
//@ ensures Value(this.s) ** this.s == s;  
public Worker(History s, SubjectLock l) {  
  this.s = s;  
  this.l = l;  
  this.preFork=preFork();  
}
```

Listings 20. Lock example’s constructor

In the run() method two Lock()/unfolds and unlock()/folds are added respectively above and below the critical section to have the right to alter $s$’s value (stored as $s.x$).

```
//@ requires Value(l.subject) ** l.subject == s;  
//@ ensures Value(l.subject) ** l.subject == this.s;  
//@ ensures Value(this.s) ** this.s == s;  
public Worker(History s, SubjectLock l) {  
  this.s = s;  
  this.l = l;  
  this.preFork=preFork();  
}
```

Listings 21. Lock example’s worker’s run()

$l$.subject.inv() refers to the invariant resource inv() = Perm(x, 1) to be able to alter $x$’s value. As $l$ is a wrapper for subject, $l$.inv() refers to a simple resource inv() = Value(subject) ** subject.inv(), thus giving us permission to get the invariant on subject.

Then, main() is altered similarly. Also here folds and unfolds are applied to subject and lock.

```
Subject s = new Subject();  
//@ assert Hist(s, 1/2, empty);  
//@ action s, 1/2, empty, s.incr();  
//@ ensures Hist(s, 1/2, empty);  
```

4.4 Combining histories, threads and locks

Although we now have incorporated locks into our (single, yet threaded) example, nothing can be asserted about Subject’s $s$ in the post condition after uncommit(). This is because of the lose of full control, the very moment uncommit() takes place. Therefore, histories are added, very similar as done in Section 3.

Again, we alter the needed resources.

```
resource preFork(frac p) = p == write ** Value(l.subject) ** l.subject == this.s;  
//@ requires Value(l.subject) ** l.subject == this.s;  
//@ requires Value(this.s) ** this.s == s;  
public Worker(History s, SubjectLock l) {  
  this.s = s;  
  this.l = l;  
  this.preFork=preFork();  
}
```

Listings 22. Lock example’s main()

The added commit() and uncommit() are required by SubjectLock and ensure that within Worker, lock() and unlock() can be called.

Listings 23. Combined example’s resources

Both pre and post conditions are extended with a history. As before, preFork() indicates that we start with an empty history which is filled with an incr() action afterwards in postJoin().

Now the constructor is changed to receive a History as if it were a Subject in the previous example. Moreover, the pre condition requires to start with an empty history.

```
//@ requires Value(l.subject) ** l.subject == s;  
//@ ensures Value(l.subject) ** l.subject == this.s;  
//@ ensures Value(this.s) ** this.s == s;  
public Worker(History s, SubjectLock l) {  
  this.s = s;  
  this.l = l;  
  this.preFork=preFork();  
}
```

Listings 24. Combined example’s constructor

Next, the critical section is extended to write to history as well. Nothing new is introduced here.

```
//@ assert Hist(s, 1/2, empty);  
//@ action s, 1/2, empty, s.incr();  
//@ ensures Hist(s, 1/2, empty);  
```

[p]Perm(x, q) == Perm(x, p*q)
Listing 25. Combined example's worker's critical section in run()

At last program's main() is extended to have a History as argument for both Workers and have that history be shared equally.

```java
//@ assert Hist(s, 1/2, s.incr(1));
```

Listing 26. Combined example’s main()

On line 3 of main() a history is created, to split it in half (on line 4) and give it as argument to both workers. On split, it is specified how the split histories look like. Here they are both (still) empty. After unfold histories are merged and thereafter history is destroyed to push all processed.

```java
Worker w1 = new Worker(s, lock);
Worker w2 = new Worker(s, lock);
//@ merge s, 1/2, s.incr(1), 1/2, s.incr(1);
//@ unfold s.inv();
lock.commit();
```

Listing 27. concurrentIncr()

When destroying the history, concurrentIncr() is invoked. This is a small process, that like incr() increments a variable, yet then concurrently using the || operator.

Also, this example fully verifies in VerCors.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Earlier, the following questions were formulated:

How well can one, within a few weeks and without knowledge on separation logic, verify several real life examples using VerCors with permission-based separation logic extended with histories?

5.1 Research questions

1. How does one specify and verify loops in VerCors?

2. How does one specify and verify a concurrent program in VerCors?

   (a) ... that is deterministic?

   (b) ... that is non-deterministic?

3. How does one specify and verify a sorting algorithm in VerCors?

One of the main issues of this research was the understanding of the new technique. It turned out that separation logic with histories is on a high level quite simple to understand. With only a few insights on how it should be applied, one can grasp this technique quite simply. Also, to see what advantages this new technique has over Owicki-Gries’ one are apparent. The modular, scalable way of composing programs works quite intuitively and as shown in the last example (see Section 4.4), almost no customization is needed to comply to the requirements of VerCors.

Specifying and verifying loops in VerCors turned out to be as well quite simple and can be found in Section 4.1. The examples found in the source code, together with some tinkering made it very clear on how the verifier does its job on this very small example. Some additional questions towards the author of this VerCors were asked to learn about the exact workings. It stand out that, at this moment, VerCors is a tool that needs a lot to know about what is going on in the program, next to the program itself. This results into a need to know lots about the inner working of VerCors. Given little domain knowledge, this is undesirable and could be largely improved by deriving most of now manually defined actions from source code. A smaller footprint in specifications makes it not only better to get a grasp on VerCors, but also removes the need to write lots of boilerplate code.

Specifying and verifying concurrent programs turned out to be unsupported by VerCors at moment of beginning research. Support for it was built quiet quickly. However, some breaking syntax changes were made, resulting in a redo of e.g. the loop example in Section 4.1. This frustrated making great strides forward, although at the same time some some boilerplate code became superfluous, as it was already derived from source code, which relieved. At this moment, some common programming patterns (e.g. for loops, try/catch blocks) are not supported. This made it necessary to alter execution code, to make it verifiable for the tool. Altering does not take a lot of time, but should be unnecessary. With this take in mind, it was possible to verify a deterministic program as shown in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. Unfortunately, non-deterministic programs or sorting algorithms were not specified and verified in VerCors at all.

In the future, the above-mentioned programming patterns will likely be added. Now, the current lack of a library in VerCors obscure what user code is and what tool code is. This makes it difficult to learn yourself how to use VerCors. It would be easier to use VerCors when you only have to comply to some (common) method contracts. At this time, a lot of tool knowledge is required to verify larger structures. This makes it difficult to come up with a verification statement yourself. Addition of a library could most certainly fix this. That library should be documented well, as it makes it possible to not have to rely on given examples, but to reason about the problems and come up with your own solution.

6. CONCLUSION

In this research, separation logic extended with histories was examined. We wanted to see if this technique is simple enough to understand when you have little domain knowledge. We have seen that the technique itself is simple enough to understand. However, the verification tool VerCors that has support for this approach is more diffi-
cult to get to get the hang of. It was found that the small examples that do come with VerCors are a good starting point. Based on these examples, it is doable to find out yourself how the tool works in these situations by tinkering and extending them eventually a little bit. However, when trying to verify more complicated, yet common programming patterns, it turns out that some of these patterns are not fully supported at this moment. In some cases this was fixed by applying small workarounds and rewriting code. It is difficult to say how well real programs are supported. In a way, all examples described in this paper do verify using VerCors. On the other hand, what is shown is just the tip of the iceberg and in the future even more difficult structures must be be verified. Moreover, the program lacks proper documentation at this moment. This makes it hard to find out yourself how you should decorate a program to verify it. By adding all commonly used patterns, the tool will probably be experienced as developer friendly and thus usable for people who do not have great knowledge of permission-based separation logic and histories. Then the advantages of using separation logic with histories are clear.

7. FUTURE WORK

We have seen how to verify loops with histories and how to verify threads that run simultaneously on different variables. Thereafter, locks were introduced, which were useful in an example where one variable was altered simultaneously by two different threads. Moreover, all has been documented how all is built from scratch and how the library parts of the source code are incorporated into our own code.

In future work this example can be extended even further. For example, a producer consumer example can be build, beginning with one producing thread that puts its output in a shared (un)bounded queue or stack and another consuming thread that pops values. At first, this can be done in a busy-waiting fashion, but it would be even better to use the wait/notify pattern. Also other common concurrent structures like conditions, barriers and volatiles can be verified. Later, more producer and consumers can be added and if all is set-up right, this should be a formality, like the example in Section 4.4) showed us. Piece by piece all common patterns in multi-threaded software should be elaborated and documented as well. Next to these specific concurrent structures, also ordinary try/catch blocks, exception handling and others should be added to the tool kit. It is acceptable when much boilerplate is needed at first, as long as it is reduced later on. When all common programming patterns are supported and documented well, it will be much easier to verify any multi-threaded program using the separation logic extended with histories.
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